
Father Joseph Antypas in his book, has 

dealt with very important pastoral and 

theological issues… 

Fr. Joseph is serious in his writing…I 

recommend this book to all members of 

our clergy and laity. 

By these words, His Eminence Metroplitan 
PHILIP presented the new book of Fr. 
Joseph Antypas, “Reflections on The 
Kingdom of God, as Experienced in the 
Local Parish”. 
The book consists of four chapters dealing 
with Theological and pastoral topics as 
follows: 1) Emulating Chris Life of the 
Kingdom, 2) A time to build our souls and 
bodies, 3) the three mods of Christian 
being and 4) sharing the glory of the 

Kingdom. Each chapter is broken down into short, focused articles, making 
it easy to pick up in spare moments. 
In his book, Father Joseph presents a reflective and deep style and 
discusses the Orthodox view of the Kingdom of God in two-dimensional 
directions, theological and pastoral aspects. 
Fr. Joseph stresses on the fact that Theology should be pastoral and 
therefore the theological understanding of the kingdom of God must lead us 
to practice and live this kingdom on Earth and the light of this kingdom in all 
aspects of our life. 
The kingdom of God is the end by itself and achieving it is our goal. Every 
other aspect of the Orthodox spirituality is means that must lead to this end; 
if we ignore this end (the kingdom of God) and focus only on the means 
then we become “hostages to forms and appearances”. 
Fr. Joseph was successful in his discussion to harmonically discuss the 
theological aspects of the Kingdom of God and link them the pastoral 
interpretation of the church (using his rich and long academic work and 
pastoral ministry experiences). 
This collection of reflections is a valuable resource for both clergy and laity 
and is a must read. It is certainly a great addition to our English Orthodox 
writings in general and to our Antiochian publications in particular.  
 


